Natural Science Division
Division Curriculum Meeting
Wednesday, June 24, 2009

Attendance: J. Shankweiler, K. Gaines, S. Leonelli, Eyal Goldmann

Minutes taken by J. Shankweiler

Curriculum for Review today: Geology 1, 2, 3, 6, 30, 32, 34, 36

Geology 1, 2, 3, 6, 30, 32, 34, 36: The course outline of record and form 3 were reviewed for the listed geology classes. Some suggestions on grammar were made to the typical assignments. The course objectives were reviewed. The topic outlines were put into an actual outline format. The Course Outlines of Record were approved for these courses.

Next Meetings:
- August meeting will be needed for the early review date. Curriculum is due August 31. May have Physiology 31 to review.

Fall Review: Biology 103L and 2 new Biotechnology classes should be ready for review along with Physiology 31.